The detailed theoretical investigation into the spectral phase and intrinsic dispersion of high-order harmonics generated by monocycle pumping [a 1:93 fs (T 0 ), 580 nm (λ 0 ), 1:7-2:0 × 10 15 W=cm 2 (I 0 ), Gaussian-shaped pulse] showed that it is significantly important for further shortening of isolated attosecond pulses to select the spectral region that has the minimum intrinsic group-delay dispersion and higher-order dispersion in the middle region of the plateau, other than that close to the cutoff where the harmonic intensity drops rapidly. We demonstrated that the selection is carried out directly from the harmonic-order-dependent electron-recombination time, which is obtained from the simple semiclassical method and can be measured by experiment. Consequently, we found that monocycle pumping can generate efficiently 68 as isolated pulses without chirp compensation as well as tunable (115 to 150 eV), sub 70 as pulses from He atoms by tuning the carrier-envelope phase. Particularly, nearly transform-limited 43 as isolated pulses can be produced under the double-intensity (I pump ¼ 2I 0 ) and doublewavelength (λ pump ¼ 2λ 0 , T pump ¼ 2T 0 ) pump. These results were also confirmed by the saddle-point analysis based on the Lewenstein model.
INTRODUCTION
Generation of isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) region through high-order harmonic generation by the interaction of intense ultrashort laser pulses with atoms has highlighted the importance of attosecond science in the new century [1, 2] . In 2001, the first generation of the IAP with a 650 as duration in the XUV region was reported using a 2:8 cycle near-infrared (NIR) pulse as an intense ultrashort pump source [3] . After that (2004) , by excitation of a 2:0 cycle NIR pulse, they generated a shorter 250 as IAP [4] . On the other hand, a variety of pumping techniques using a longer driving pulse duration, such as polarization gating [5, 6] , two-color gating [7, 8] , ionization gating [9, 10] , and long-wavelength pumping [11, 12] were theoretically proposed and experimentally attempted. Among them, Sansone et al. have reported the generation of a 130 as isolated XUV pulse using a 2:0 cycle NIR driving pulse with a modulated polarization state [6] . Moreover, for the sub 100 as pulse generation, different multicolor gating methods, including the superposition of the weak third-order harmonic field and/or the dc field with a main driving pulse, have been theoretically proposed [13] [14] [15] . In addition, the experiment by the combined method of the two-color gating and the polarization gating was implemented [16] .
In spite of those efforts, using only a single 3:3 fs, sub 1:5 cycle NIR pump pulse, it was reported that a sub 100 as isolated XUV pulse (an 80 as pulse, the shortest pulse to date) was generated [17] , which shows brightness in monocycle pumping. However, because of the limitation of the currently available shortest pump pulse duration with chirped-mirror compensation, it is difficult to offer a shorter attosecond pulse by this approach. On the other hand, 2:6 fs, 1:3 cycle isolated pulses were generated by compensating for the chirp of the ultrabroadband pulses generated by inducedphase modulation and self-phase modulation using a spatial light modulator [18] . It was also demonstrated experimentally that angularly dispersed noncollinear optical parametric amplification is an attractive way to obtain high-energy over-oneoctave-spanning broadband pulses in the monocycle region [19] . These works have paved the way for monocycle pumping and resulted in shedding light on theoretically and quantitatively monocycle-pumped harmonic phenomena, including the IAP generation.
Up to now, a lot of investigations for the generation of the shorter IAP by few-cycle pumping have been performed by extending the cutoff region to the higher frequency and by broadening the bandwidth while keeping the uniform intensity spectrum [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] . In this paper, we clarify theoretically and quantitatively the spectral phase and intrinsic dispersion of high-order harmonics under monocycle pumping and the dependence of the isolated pulse profile on the selected spectral region. Especially, we show the importance of the region with the minimum group-delay dispersion (GDD) and high-order dispersion for the shortest attosecond pulse generation, which is located not at the region close to the cutoff but at the middle region of the plateau where the harmonic intensity is much higher. This is also significantly important from the point of view of the present technical situation that the nonlinear chirp compensation over the entire spectral range of the XUV supercontinuum produced by monocycle pumping is very difficult.
THEORETICAL MODELS FOR NUMERICAL CALCULATION
Recently, interesting theoretical work on the relation between the microscopic and macroscopic nonlinear response for the harmonic generation has been reported by Li et al. [22] . They have clarified that the harmonics emitted by single atoms can be maintained after propagation through the gas jet when the phase matching of the short electron trajectory is satisfied (see Section 4). This phase-matching technique has usually been employed for the attosecond pulse generation and the measurement of the harmonic dispersion [3, 4, 6, 8, 17, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Therefore, in this paper we studied the nonlinear polarization response of the medium using the following single-atom models: a direct calculation of the time-dependent dipole moment xðtÞ [Eq. (8) in [28] : see the next paragraph] derived from the widely used Lewenstein model under the strong field approximation (Section 3), a calculation from a quantum orbit model with the use of the saddle-point analysis (SPA) based on the Lewenstein model [29] (Sections 3 and 4), and an ab initio calculation of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [30] for confirmation. The SPA extracts information about each electron trajectory separately, and the TDSE approach provides a full description of the system. By Fourier transform of the following atomic dipole moment xðtÞ obtained from the Lewenstein model under the assumption of no ground-state depletion {jaðtÞj 2 ¼ 1: Eq. (3) in [28] : jΨðtÞi ¼ e iI p t ðaðtÞj0i þ R d 3 vbðv; tÞjviÞ}, we calculated the high-order harmonic intensity spectrum IðωÞ and the spectral phase ϕðωÞ:
Here we assumed a linearly polarized Gaussian electric field EðtÞ as the monocycle pumping laser pulse
and p ¼ v þ AðtÞ, AðtÞ ¼ ðAðtÞ; 0; 0Þ, and EðtÞ ¼ −∂AðtÞ=∂t. The atomic dipole matrix element d x ðpÞ was obtained using the Gaussian model as the s-wave function of the ground state and a truncated harmonic oscillator as the atomic potential [28] . Here ω 0 is the central angular frequency (corresponding to the central wavelength of λ 0 ¼ 580 nm) of the driving pulse and T 0 ¼ 1:93 fs is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the monocycle pump pulse. The central wavelength was decided based on our experimental result (the 2:8 fs pulse) [31] . The helium atom was chosen as the nonlinear medium of which the ground-state depletion is negligible (the ionization potential I p ¼ 24:59 eV). To investigate the exact waveform effect of the pump electric field by changing the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) (φ 0 ) from 0:0π to −0:9π, we kept the maximum value of the electric field constant. Therefore, we slightly changed the peak intensity defined by the envelope from 1:7 The calculation of the three-dimensional TDSE in the length gauge within the single-active-electron approximation was performed by the numerical integration using the alternating direction implicit (Peaceman-Rachford) method [30] . Furthermore, we proposed the recombination time method (see Section 4) using the simple semiclassical three-step model [32] for the evaluation of the harmonic dispersion effect as follows: we calculated the recollision energy E K ðt; t 0 Þ of the short and long electron trajectories of different pairs of orbits and the photon energy Nðt 0 Þ or NðtÞ [hereafter the harmonic order Nðt 0 Þ or NðtÞ denotes the photon energy, N ¼ 1 corresponds to 2:14 eV] of the emitted harmonics upon recollision as a function of the ionization time t 0 or a function of the recombination time t (see Sections 3 and 4). The emitted photon energy is described by Nðt 0 Þ ¼ 1:
Here we added the correction factor 1.3 in front of the ionization potential energy I p , resulting from the effects of quantum tunnelling and quantum diffusion [28] . The electron recollision energy is given by E K ðt; t 0 Þ ¼ 0:5ðAðtÞ − Aðt 0 ÞÞ 2 using the initial conditions of the electron velocity vðt 0 Þ ¼ 0 and the electron position xðtÞ ¼ 000 . The relation between the recombination time t and the emitted photon energy NðtÞ is very important for providing information not only on the time-frequency relation of an emitted harmonic photon but also on the intrinsic group delay in the harmonic emission processes [23] . This is because the inverse function tðNÞ of the recombinationtime-dependent harmonic energy NðtÞ corresponds to the frequency-dependent group delay t DG ðωÞ in the field of femtosecond optics [31, 33, 34] . Accordingly, the first derivative of the harmonic-order-dependent recombination time tðNÞ with respect to the harmonic frequency N, ϕ 00 ðNÞ ¼ dtðNÞ=dN, describes the intrinsic GDD, which is the most important parameter for the attosecond pulse broadening.
CHARACTERISTICS OF HARMONICS GENERATED BY MONOCYCLE PUMPING
First of all, we investigated the CEP dependence of the harmonic spectral intensity IðωÞ (black curves) and the spectral phase ϕðωÞ (thin blue curves, red curves for enlarged ones, and the red dashed arrows denote the eye-guided shifts in Fig. 1 ; see Section 2). We find from Fig. 1 that the spectra IðωÞ (harmonic order of N ¼ ∼15 to ∼105) have definitely two or three branches in the plateau to cutoff region, which corresponds to the previously reported result [20] . That is, in the CEP range from 0:0π (cosine) to −0:5π (sine), a lowintensity upper branch I and a high-intensity lower branch appear, and in the CEP range from −0:6π to −0:9π a new lowerintensity upper branch II appears in the highest harmonic order region in addition to the upper branch I and the lower branch [20] . Furthermore, in monocycle pumping, the regular and slow modulation occurs in the upper-branch spectra, which is different from the spectra with the complicated, branchless structure except for the cutoff region in the few-cycle pumping case [1, 3, 4, 21, 35] . b between the upper branch I and the lower branch are also observed. The more interesting result is that, in both upper branches, those spectral phases show the piecewise increase dependence (see thin red curve in Fig. 3 for the more enlarged one, ϕ S;L ðωÞ ¼ ϕðωÞ at CEP ¼ −0:5π). The spectral phase envelope increases monotonously but with a series of regular steps at each local minimum of the intensity spectrum. The step interval increases with the increase of the harmonic order (see the later description about Fig. 3 in 3) . It seems that such spectral phase modulation is a general phenomenon in the coherent light wave interaction based on the multiorder nonlinear optical processes. For example, it was reported that, in the multiple-coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering from the dielectric crystal, the steplike spectral phase modulation is experimentally observed at each Nth order when two different waves are generated by neighbororder nonlinear polarizations P ðNÞ and P ðNþ1Þ and overlapped spectrally [36] . This is because each nonlinearly induced Nthorder polarization P ðNÞ has a phase shift. The above-found significant spectral intensity and phase behavior can be well explained by the emitted photon energy upon recollision [Nðt 0 Þ and NðtÞ; see shows that monocycle pumping mainly produces only three pairs of quantum orbits [j ¼ B, C, and D (or A)], and each of them has a pair of short and long electron trajectories (j ¼ S and L). In general, the structure of the harmonic intensity spectrum is determined by the interference of some trajectories with common photon energy [35] . Therefore, from Fig. 2 we find that the regular modulation in the upper branch I is due to the interference between the harmonics from short and long trajectories of only the pair C with electron recollision energy Fig. 2(a) ] to the maximum E C K;max [corresponding to the peak N I peak of the branch I, which is N C max ¼ 88 in Fig. 2(a) ]. This is because the spectral intensity from the short trajectory of pair B [black solid curve S-B in Fig. 2(b) ] and that from the long trajectory (black dotted curve L-B) are very low (less than 1%), due to the low electron tunneling rate from pair B as a result of the low temporal electric field at the ionization time t 0 [28, 37, 38] . Here let us consider the origin of the steplike spectral phase behavior. We also take up the upper branch I at CEP ¼ −0:5π as an example [thin red solid curve ϕ S;L ðωÞ in Fig. 3 ]. Using the spectral phase ϕ S-C ðωÞ (thick red solid curve in Fig. 3 ) and the intensity spectrum I S-C ðωÞ (thick black solid curve in Fig. 3 ) from the short trajectory of pair C as well as the corresponding spectral phase ϕ L-C ðωÞ (thick red dotted curve in Fig. 3 ) and intensity spectrum I L-C ðωÞ (thick black dotted curve in Fig. 3 ) from the long trajectory, we can obtain the combined complex electric-field spectrum:
where the spectral phase is
and ϕ 0 ðωÞ ¼ ϕ S-C ðωÞ − ϕ L-C ðωÞ. The calculated spectral phase ϕ S;L ðωÞ (thin blue solid curve in Fig. 3 ) and intensity spectrum I S;L ðωÞ ∝ jE S;L ðωÞj 2 (thin green solid curve in Fig. 3 ) showed an excellent agreement with the steplike spectral phase of the high-order harmonics ϕðωÞ (thin red solid curve in Fig. 3 ) and the modulated intensity spectrum IðωÞ (thin black solid curve in Fig. 3 ), which were obtained from the Lewenstein model, respectively. The phase step and the local minimum of the intensity spectrum occur at the deconstructive interfer- Finally, we show the temporal profile IðtÞ of the pulse (Fig. 4) black solid curve and the spectral phase ϕðωÞ of the thin red solid curve in Fig. 3] . A double-peak pulse is produced, where the duration of the first subpulse is 100 as (without satellite peak), and the intensity is higher than that of the second subpulse [20] . The corresponding transform-limited (TL) pulse duration (t TL ) is 31 as. At all CEPs, the double-peak pulse was observed within a half-cycle time of the pump field. From comparison between Figs. 2(a) and 4 with the pump field profile EðtÞ, we find that the first [I S-C ðtÞ] and the second [I L-C ðtÞ] subpulses are assigned to be originated from the short and long trajectories of pair C, respectively. The reason why the intensity of the I S-C ðtÞ is higher than that of the I L-C ðtÞ is that the spectral intensity I S-C ðωÞ from the S-C trajectory is higher than that of the I L-C ðωÞ from the L-C trajectory, as shown in Figs. 2(b) or 3 . The feature presented in Figs. 1-4 (spectral intensity, phase, and temporal profile) was also confirmed by the TDSE simulation where the effect of the groundstate depletion was exactly considered [jaðtÞj 2 ≠ 1]. While we have focused on the case of ϕ 0 ¼ −0:5π, we have also found essentially similar behaviors for different CEPs.
ISOLATED ATTOSECOND PULSE SHORTENING: THE INTRINSIC DISPERSION EFFECT
It has been well established that the short trajectory of all pairs of orbits is separated from the long trajectory using the following technique in experiment [3, 4, 6, 8, 17, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] : the gas target is located at the defocusing position behind the focusing point of the visible pump beam, and then the outer part of the harmonic beam cross section is blocked by an aperture. In such harmonic generation conditions, the macroscopic response contains only the short trajectory contributions, which results in regular harmonic spectra and phases predicted by the single-atom response because the harmonic emission strength from the long trajectories is less than the short trajectories due to electron wave packet spreading and is much more sensitive to the pump pulse intensity [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . This enables us to investigate the IAP generation using harmonic spectra and intrinsic dispersions from only the short trajectory of the quantum orbit at single-atom level [22] . Figure 5 shows the harmonic intensity spectra of the upper branch I or II from only the single short trajectory S-C or S-B for different CEPs, which are taken out by suitable filters [17, 39] . The filters can be implemented by a suitable combination of one-stacking or double-stacking [40] two-period multilayer mirrors consisting of pair layers of two materials (heavy/light elements such as Mo=B 4 C and Mo/Si [17, 39, 41] ) with a ratio between the material thicknesses, a one-period thickness and a layer number, which are adjusted for the desired center wavelength, bandwidth and reflectivity at an optimum incident angle, and of thin metal foils such as Zr [17] . The intensity spectra I S-C ðωÞ in the upper branch I from CEP ¼ 0:0π to −0:7π and those I S-B ðωÞ in the upper branch II from CEP ¼ −0:8π to −0:9π were calculated using the SPA [see Figs. 2(b) and 3 for CEP ¼ −0:5π]. Those spectra can be measured experimentally by an XUV spectrometer. The reason why the spectra of the upper branch II for CEP ¼ −0:8π and −0:9π were selected is as follows: for those CEPs, two spectra in the upper branch I from two short trajectories of the pairs C and B appear (the latter spectral intensity is about 80% weaker) and hence always lead to a double pulse, which should be avoided for the IAP generation. The CEP dependence of the intensity spectrum [I S-C ðωÞ or I S-B ðωÞ] with an asymmetrical structure corresponds to the upper branch in Fig. 1 (its vertical axis is a logarithm scale) from the interference between the short and long trajectories. Since the spectral intensity rapidly increases with the present temporal electric field Eðt 0 Þ at the ionization time t 0 , it becomes largest at around CEP ¼ −0:7π.
To get the shortest IAP without chirp compensation for the above-observed spectra by optimization of the spectral region and the CEP, we use the recombination time method (see Section 2) because this method provides a possibility for the experimental measurement of the intrinsic harmonic dispersion [23, 27] : the recombination time as a function of the harmonic order tðNÞ for the single electron trajectory [see Fig. 2(a) for NðtÞ of the S-C trajectory at CEP ¼ −0:5π] provides the quantitative information on the so-called intrinsic harmonic atto-chirp [23, 27] . Since the function tðNÞ [see Fig. 6(a) ] corresponds to the group delay t DG ðωÞ, defined as the first derivative of the spectral phase ϕðωÞ with respect to the angular frequency ω, the slope dtðNÞ=dN is the GDD [ϕ 00 ðNÞ ¼ d 2 ϕðωÞ=dω 2 ; see Fig. 6(b) ] [31, 33, 34] , which broadens the attosecond pulse duration. By carrying out the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) using the harmonic-order-dependent GDD ϕ 00 S-j ðNÞ [see Fig. 6(b) ] and the intensity spectrum I S-j ðNÞ from the single short trajectory (j ¼ C or B; Fig. 5 ), we can obtain the temporal profile and duration t p of the IAP for different spectral ranges and CEPs. The recombination time method has an advantage in that we can easily and directly deduce the optimum spectral range from the GDD curve ϕ 00 ðNÞ as a harmonic region having the minimum GDD and higher-order dispersion before the practical IFT calculation.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the calculated recombination time tðNÞ from the S-C or S-B trajectory from CEP ¼ 0:0π to −0:9π and the corresponding positive GDD ϕ 00 S-j ðNÞ, respectively. Figure 6 (b) suggests that the GDD increases rapidly with closing to the cutoff region, while Fig. 5 suggests that the harmonic intensity decreases rapidly with closing to the cutoff region except for the CEP ¼ −0:6π and −0:7π. From  Fig. 6(b) , we can select the favorable spectral range and CEP, which satisfy the condition that the GDD value at the In the former, the duration rapidly decreases from 170 to 68 as, with the increase of ΔN from 10 to 29, and with the further increase from ΔN ¼ 32 to 46, the pulse splits and broadens mainly due to the large third-order dispersion (TOD) and higher-order dispersion. While in the latter, the duration slightly changes around 68 to 69 as with the increase of N C from 46.5 to 60, and with the further increase from N C ¼ 65 to 70.5, it somewhat increases to 80 as due to the combined effect of the decrease of the spectral intensity and the increase of the positive GDD and TOD. The obtained shortest pulse profiles at each CEP and the corresponding CEP dependence of the pulse duration are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively, where we chose the pulse that the FWHM of the main pulse is shortest among all the calculated pulses. The shortest pulse duration t p (FWHM) at each CEP and the corresponding spectral range are summarized in Table 1 . Those spectral regions are shown by bold solid curves from 33-59 to 69-95, marked by open circles (○), in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) . As a result, we find that the frequency region having the minimum GDD and higher-order dispersion within the upper branch for all the CEPs was chosen as an optimum spectral range [see Fig. 6(b) ]. From Fig. 8(a) , we find that the shortest IAP with a 68 as duration (t p ) can be generated without chirp compensation under the spectral range of 45-74 at CEP ¼ −0:2π and under the spectral range of 41-71 at CEP ¼ −0:3π [ϕ 00 ðN c Þ ¼ þ1:7 × 10 3 as 2 : t TL ¼ 58 as]. Furthermore, Fig. 8 (b) suggests that tunable (from 115 to 150 eV), sub 70 as isolated pulses can be generated by tuning the CEP from 0:0π to −0:5π, with the increase of the XUV pulse intensity (from 0:32 a:u: to 6:55 a:u:). It should be noted that the shortest IAP is generated in the middle frequency region of the plateau at CEP ¼ −0:2π and −0:3π, corresponding to the minimum GDD and higherorder dispersion region. This is completely different from the well-known fact for few-cycle pumping that the shortest IAP has been generated in the cutoff region at CEP ¼ 0:0π (cosine) [1, 3, 4, 21] , where the harmonic intensity drops rapidly. In addition, our optimum frequency region is also different from the recent experimental result of sub 1:5 cycle pumping [17] , where the frequency region selected with chirp compensation is from the cutoff region to its close plateau region, but the selected CEP is almost the same. The green solid curve in Fig. 9(a) shows the shortest pulse profile I S-C ðtÞ (t p ¼ 73 as, t TL ¼ 62 as) obtained at N H − N L ¼ 90-63 and CEP ¼ −0:3π, where the spectrum contains the cutoff region In both cases, the pulse broadens and splits due to the combined effect of the very large positive TOD at N C (more than 10 times compared with the shortest 68 as case) and the relatively weak intensity of the related spectral part.
Here let us examine the reliability of this recombination time method by comparing with the results of the SPA. That is, we also obtained the temporal profile of the shortest IAP for different CEPs [thin black solid curves in Fig. 8(a) and enlarged one in Fig. 8(c) for CEP ¼ −0:9π] and the corresponding CEP dependence of the pulse duration [thin black solid curve in Fig. 8(b) ]. In addition, in Table 1 , we show the values of the parameters obtained from the latter methods, such as t p , ϕ We also found using the recombination time method that monocycle pumping can generate efficiently the isolated pulse with a six times higher intensity (a 68 as duration at the CEP ¼ 0:5π) than that (a 150 as duration at the optimum CEP ¼ 0:0π) of two-cycle (TC) pumping with the double energy. The latter pulse duration is close to the experimental result of TC pumping [1, 4, 21] .
Finally, we briefly describe examples of the application of the recombination time method to case A of the doubleintensity pump (I pump ¼ 2I 0 ) and case B of the doublewavelength (λ pump ¼ 2λ 0 ) and double-intensity (I pump ¼ 2I 0 ) pump (T pump ¼ 2T 0 ) because we can expect the generation of the shorter IAP from the relation between the pump intensity (or the pump wavelength) and the recombination time tðNÞ. The red solid curve in Fig. 10(a) and that in Fig. 10(b) show the pulse profile I opt S-C ðtÞ and the GDD ϕ 00 S-C ðNÞ at CEP ¼ −0:3π after the optimum selection of the spectral range, which is the middle spectral region of the plateau, N H − N L ¼ 119-81 (thick red part) for case A, respectively. Correspondingly, the blue solid curve in Fig. 10(a) and that in Fig. 10(b) show the I We find that the shorter 53 as isolated pulse for case A and the 43 as pulse for case B, which are close to the TL pulse (47 as and 39 as), can be generated with the smaller positive GDD (þ8:6 × 10 2 as 2 and þ4:3 × 10 2 as 2 at N C ) without chirp compensation. This result was also confirmed by the SPA. Moreover, we confirmed that the result is reliable from the corresponding TDSE calculation, exactly considering the contributions from the short trajectory and the long trajectory: only the slightly shorter attosecond, high-intensity pulse I S-C ðtÞ from the short trajectory and the much lower intensity pulse I L-C ðtÞ from the long trajectory were observed at the reasonable time interval for both cases. The GDD curve ϕ 00 ðNÞ as a function of the harmonic order N indicates that the GDD decreases and the plateau frequency region broadens toward the higher frequency with the increase of the pump intensity and the pump wavelength [23, 27] (under the condition that the pump field cycle does not change so as not to change the intrinsic profile of its curve), suggesting the generation of the shorter IAP close to the Fourier transform limitation. Obviously, the long-wavelength pumping results support the implicit predictions for the shorter IAP generation. However, it also accompanies the dramatic decrease in efficiency [12] . From an application viewpoint, we maybe face the trade-off between the shorter pulse duration and the accessible harmonic yield, but this problem will be solved by some way.
CONCLUSION
We have clarified that the harmonic wave generated from He by monocycle pumping (T 0 ¼ 1:93 fs, λ 0 ¼ 580 nm, I 0 ¼ 1:70 ∼ 2:00 × 10 15 W=cm 2 , CEP ¼ 0:0π to −0:9π and Gaussian shape) has distinguished features: the high-order harmonic spectrum consisting of one or two upper branches with several regular and slow modulations, the spectral phase with the regular steplike changes in the upper branch, and the pulse profile having a double-peak shape within the half-cycle time. These characteristics have been explained by the interference between the harmonics emitted from the short trajectory and that from the long trajectory of only the single pair quantum orbit.
Furthermore, we have shown that it is essential for the generation of the shorter isolated pulse without chirp compensation, not only to utilize the upper-branch harmonics emitted from only the single short trajectory by the technique of the trajectory selection, but also to select the harmonics of the spectral range having the minimum GDD and higher-order dispersion in the middle spectral region of the plateau where the harmonic intensity is high. For the latter selection, we have demonstrated that the calculation result of the first derivative of the recombination time t 0 ðNÞ, which corresponds to the general frequency-dependent GDD in optics, is very useful in monocycle pumping for the prediction of the optimum spectral region as well as the exact values of the GDD and higherorder dispersion. In addition, tðNÞ is calculated by the simple semiclassical three-step model and has a possibility to be measured experimentally. The result of the IFT using the GDD t 0 ðNÞ ¼ ϕ 00 ðNÞ and the harmonic spectrum (which can also be measured) from the short trajectory for different CEPs suggests that we can generate a 68 as isolated pulse with the spectrum in the plateau's middle region (not close to the cutoff region) of N ¼ 45 to 74 at CEP ¼ −0:2π and that of N ¼ 41 to 71 at CEP ¼ −0:3π without chirp compensation. This result has also been confirmed by the SPA approach. Moreover, the result suggests that we can realize an XUV source of 115 to 150 eV tunable, sub 70 as isolated pulses by tuning the CEP. Also, it has been shown that monocycle pumping can efficiently generate a 68 as isolated pulse with six time higher intensity than that of the 150 as pulse of TC pumping. Finally, the application of the recombination time method to monocycle pumping with double intensity (2I 0 ) and with double wavelength (2λ 0 ) and intensity (2I 0 ) has shown that we can generate the 53 as isolated pulse and the 43 as pulse close to the TL pulse (47 as and 39 as) without chirp compensation, respectively.
